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Dublin, 18 June 2021
The European Consumer Centre Ireland (ECC Ireland) recently launched their
redesigned website at eccireland.ie, a collection of useful consumer rights
resources and practical advice on cross-border consumer complaints and
disputes.
The European Consumer Centre Ireland’s mission is to increase consumer
confidence in the EU Single Market by raising awareness on available
protections and redress options, and by providing practical expert assistance
with cross-border consumer-trader disputes within the European Union/EEA.

The centre does this by providing clear and accessible information on their
rights to Irish consumers, assisting European consumers with their crossborder queries, engaging with Irish traders in order to increase their compliance
with EU consumer law, and by contributing our expertise to our consumer policy
development partners in the EU institutions and national enforcement
authorities within Ireland.

Consumers are urged to access ECC Ireland's newly designed website where
they will find comprehensive information about consumer rights for cross-border
transactions.

Irish consumers with a complaint about a trader based in another European
Union country, Norway, Iceland or the United Kingdom who have tried to
resolve the matter directly with the trader to no avail, can contact ECC
Ireland for assistance.
The contact form for cross-border consumer-to-business disputes can be found
here: eccireland.ie/contact-us
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For questions and media requests, e-mail here.

ECC Ireland's latest consumer guidance and
advice articles can be found below.

It’s been a while here in Ireland since we’ve had a proper sun holiday
(abroad, that is) and the uncertainty of whether it is safe to book or safe
to go continues well into 2021.
With the arrival of vaccines though, more and more people are confident they
can book and actually travel for a sun holiday in late summer, autumn and
winter this year, with all the caveats that this entails. Whatever you book and
wherever you want to go, follow our advice on how to book a holiday that is
safe to book and enjoy.

Go to article

Online (third-party) booking sites are proving an increasingly
popular option among consumers. They allow visitors to
compare different rates and deals on hotels, airlines and other
services, thereby allowing them to make a more informed
decision and get the best deal available for the same service or
comparable service offers.

With the anticipated gradual lifting of both domestic and international COVID-19
travel restrictions over 2021 and beyond, people are starting to plan their
holidays and proceed to making bookings, often using third-party websites,
which act as an intermediary between consumers and service providers (e.g.
airline and hotels) and facilitate/accelerate the booking process while also
sourcing the best deal available for a specific service, at the time of the booking
or on that particular day.
Go to article

Even well into 2021, after most of the COVID-19 are being lifted
throughout the European Union and beyond, the danger of a new
pandemic wave and ad-hoc travel cancellations are still very real
scenarios …
Niamh Condell, Dispute Resolution Advisor with the European Consumer
Centre Ireland shares her advice on how to read the Terms and Conditions of
pre-purchased ticket with special conditions attached and how to deal with
cancellations of events that you need to travel to abroad this summer and later
in the year, especially if they are impacted by Coronavirus restrictions.

Go to article

All quotes and extracts to be attributed
to “European Consumer Centre Ireland”.
For questions and media requests, e-mail here.
Find all press releases from European Consumer Centre Ireland here.
Subscribe to our press newsletter here.
Follow our updates on: Twitter and LinkedIn.

ECC Ireland welcomes the re-use of the content provided in this press release for the purposes of research and media articles. This
re-use may include copying, re-publishing and broadcasting the contents of this press release which must be attributed and
referenced to the “European Consumer Centre Ireland”. Publishers may use our official logos and other branded materials, without
prior approval, only if adequately referenced. The content is provided for information purposes only and may not be used for
commercial/for-profit purposes. Information in this press release must not be put into a context that would lead readers to believe
that ECC Ireland endorses or otherwise supports the content or objectives of the website, publication or organisation that republishes our content. All content must be reproduced accurately, must not be used out of context or in a misleading way. ECC
Ireland is not liable for any loss, damage or liability associated with the re-use of information contained in this press release.
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